Reasons for Ysatis’ Silence and for Breaking It
The words of Gurnemanz and her feelings that Sacred Things given to us are
intimate and difficult to project to others with the power and purity they have,
especially when it concerns a Mystery like the Holy Grail, are the reasons why Ysatis
stayed silent until now. She also felt, as did the author of the ‘Grand Saint Graal’ who
saw and touched the Grail twice before he wrote his experience, that it was better to
remain anonymous for these three reasons:
1. Anyone who heard him say that He had been led by God’s Grace to the Holy
Grail, which is the Mystery of mysteries, the Holiest of all Hallows, would call
me vile, arrogant or a liar.
2. Anyone who was personally acquainted with me being the author of the
‘Adventure’ would probably not find me worthy of it, or the account worthy of
reading, for we all know that familiarity breeds contempt ‘no one is a prophet in his
or her own land.’
3. Anyone who would find ‘errors’ in my account according to theology, or any of
the scholarly accepted concepts about the Grail, or mistakes in grammar would
besmirch my name forever.
An honorable intent that Ysatis found wise and decided to follow - but that now
she has decided to break for good reason: ‘To set the things straight that others have set
‘crooked.’ And not because, ‘people cannot have a different opinion about things,’ but because
relative conclusions, theories and opinions that naturalize a Subject such as this are
treacherous, not only because the Grail will remain a hidden Mystery for those who
believe them, but also the mystery of their own True Nature, as the Holy Grail is
linked in the most profound and mysterious sense to our human journey towards the
divine.
We, ordinary people, are on this earth trying to live our own lives safely, and
evolve back to our original unlimited state of Being the best we can. It is a ‘brain-fact’
that we can only find a treasure if we believe it exists, and can only become what we
believe we have the potential to become. Consequently, believing in the Divine and
Transcendental, particularly in this case, is extremely important for our own evolution,
and on the same token, degrading and naturalizing what is Superior to our human
level is devastating to our soul.
The Holy Grail can perform the Greatest Alchemy in a person, it has the power to
draw an ordinary person from its painful human limits and everyday life into a magic
Quest that everyone who wants to can undertake silently, quietly and humbly. A
Quest of Redemption that leads to a place where the Majesty of Deity embraces our

humanity, providing a nobler vision of our nature and of reality than that of war,
poverty and a materialized daily existence deprived of values and love, which ends in
death.
A place where we can find the Philosopher’s Stone, that ‘Stone that fell from Heaven’
and which has the Power to bestow Eternal Youth. . . All mysteries demand to be
‘Penetrated, Comprehended and Known’ rather than invalidated when dissected and
sterilized by our mind’s ‘relative opinions.’ It is good to take that into account, especially
when we are dealing with the Holy Grail, which is the Mystery of mysteries.
If we allow those with a relative vision of Transcendental Things to lead us
nowhere with the limited view of their limited minds, we are not going to advance an
inch on the path towards the Unlimited. Know also these relative minds can never be
accurate in their conclusions, no matter how hard they try, because an opinion given
about Things of this Nature - as it happens in Quantum Science – is accurate only
relative to the point of observation and the capacity of the observer to grasp what he
or she is observing.
The Grail is a Mystery, and It will always remain a mystery if we don’t Know It.
The Grail is an enigma, profound and real – It demands a Quest, It demands to be
found, for It is of paramount importance for our evolution. One cannot define It,
one can say no more. . .
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Various cups that claim to be the Holy Grail
At the center the Nanteos Cup - It rests on the historic documents that trace its
history all the way back to Joseph of Arimathea, who brought It to Glastonbury.
Around the Cup can be seen some of the thousands letters of gratitude from the
healings done by the Cup throughout the centuries. The Cup was in Nanteos since
the 16th Century. (John Matthews ‘The Holy Grail – Quest for the Eternal’)

Above: The Nanteos Cup. As Glastonbury Abbey was destroyed seven monks fled
to Wales with an olive wood bowl, said to be the Cup of the Last Supper. Water
passed from the bowl is claimed to have miraculous healing powers. (Malcolm Godwin –
‘The Holy Grail’)

The Nanteos Cup and Its History
After the Death and Resurrection of Jesus, Joseph Marmore of Arimathea, in
view of his formal identification of Jesus, could no longer keep his family ties, (he was
the uncle of Mary, Jesus’ Mother) nor his discipleship a secret, and was accordingly,
with other followers of Jesus, persecuted by the Jewish hierarchy. He was obliged to

seek refuge in another land and sailing along the Mediterranean, came to Marseille. It
is believed he was accompanied by his son Josephus, the Bethany family, Zaacheus
and others mentioned by Rabanus (Magdalene College, Oxford, No. 29 in Library
Catalogue). Some settled in the Rhone Valley and some continued their journey to
Morlaix with Joseph where they took ship for southwest Britain. Following the inlet
from the Bristol Channel they landed at the Wirral, Glastonbury, about one mile from
the Tor. (J.W.Taylor ‘The Coming of the Saints’ p.175). Many legends grew around the
story of Joseph, where most historians of Glastonbury were monks.
In the earliest documents Joseph is referred to as Joseph de Marmore of
Arimathea. (‘Joseph of Arimathea’ Rev. Smithett Lewis, M.A., p. 94). ‘Mar’ is an Eastern
term for ‘Lord’ and ‘more’ or ‘mawr’ signifies ‘Great.’ Therefore Joseph’s full title was,
‘The Great Lord Joseph of Arimathea,’ a title in keeping with his birth as a Prince of the
House of David. Joseph was the brother of Joachim, the father of Mary, the Mother
of Jesus and thus, His granduncle.
Joseph and his party were welcomed by King Arviragus (Caractacus), whose
friend he was, and housed temporarily at the Sanctuary or ‘City of Refuge,’
Glastonbury – this time Joseph came not on business but rather as a missionary, the
eleven disciples of Joseph of Arimathea are not identifiable with our Lord’s disciples,
it included the Bethany family, his son and others, their mission was the forging of
four significant links between Glastonbury and the Holy Land, and the undeniable
fulfillment of prophecy. (‘The Story of Glastonbury’ Isabel Hill Elder).
The first notable act of the King Arviragus was to bestow upon these ‘Judean
refugees’ XII hides of land free of tax. It is stated at Liber de Soliaco (1619 AD) that at
Glastonbury 1 hide of land = 160 acres. With this land grant a document was
furnished setting forth the legal aspect of the gift, which gave the recipients many
British concessions including right of citizenship and all the privileges accorded to the
Druidic hierarch. Every Druid was entitled to one hide of land, free of tax, freedom
to pass unmolested from one district to another in time of war, and many other
privileges. This grant is recorded in Domesday Book (Domesday Survey, folio p.249b).
The Last Supper, which circumstantial evidence shows took place at the Upper
Room in the town house of Joseph of Arimathea in Jerusalem, who provided not only
the room but the Dish and the Cup where Jesus performed the Holy Eucharist
Miracle. Thus, this Cup became a Hallow of the Holy Grail and since that moment a
very sacred treasure to Joseph Marmore and was among the valued objects brought
with him to Glastonbury, not for its intrinsic value – for it was but an ordinary
wooden cup such as the ones in everyday use in Palestine – but because in this Cup
our Lord inaugurated the New Covenant with His Blood. ‘This cup is the New Covenant
in My Blood’ (Luke XXII, 20). The Nanteos Cup is considered the most likely
candidate to be the only legitimate Holy Grail, or the real Last Supper Cup - not only
because this is the type of cup that was and is still in use in Palestine, but most

importantly because of all the historic existing data and the innumerable healing
miracles connected to It - which have been authenticated by the Court of England.
It is also a well known fact that the Cup of the Last Supper was brought by
Joseph of Arimathea to Glastonbury as one of his most priceless treasures, It was kept
hidden at the Celtic Church at Glastonbury, which he founded in 37 A.D. and so was
the Nanteos Cup.
When the Saxons overran Somerset in 725 A.D. the Celtic Church was
demolished and replaced by a building approved by Rome, and during its demolition
the Cup was discovered. It was enclosed in a box with documentary evidence of Its
history and precious value.
The Cup was kept by the Benedictines until 1539 when Henry VIII announced
the dissolution of the Monasteries, at which time the Abbot and six older monks fled
‘over the impassable mountains’ into Wales where they stayed in Strata Florida in peace
and quietness until at the end of three years, tidings came to this secluded spot that
the emissaries of Henry were on their way to despoil this Monastery.
So again they were obliged to flee again, this time they arrived to Nanteos
Manor situated near Aberystwyth, where the Lord of the Manor gave them shelter.
Gradually the monks passed away, as his end approached the Abbot gave the sacred
charge to keep the Holy Cup in their family’s possession ‘until the True Church claims It
her own.’
Richard Wagner visited Nanteos Manor, saw the Cup and was so inspired that
he started to write his famous Opera about the Holy Grail, ‘Parsifal.’
Water passed from the Wooden Bowl is said to have miraculous healing
powers.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Why is Dame Ysatis De Saint-Simone the person indicated to
debunk the many superficial conclusions about the Holy Grail?
For a few reasons: Ysatis is one of very few human beings who has been
guided to the elusive Sacred Relic, and has had in her hands the Cup that has a history
that can be traced all the way back to Joseph of Arimathea. The same Cup that has
been searched for by Arthur Knights and innumerable people throughout centuries,
even in our days – and which is still in hiding. And that means that Divine
Providence Wills it so. . .

And most importantly because her approach is that of one of the few human
beings who have seen the Sacred Hallow, and touched It, and was graced with a
Miracle. She has experienced the Miracle not only by finding one of the Hallows of
the Grail, but also the experience within herself of the power the Grail has to draw
our soul to Itself, when she drank the Healing Waters of this Cup believed to be the
one made sacred by Jesus when He used It in the Last Supper. She likened the
change in herself to the change that Jesus effected on the base substances of bread
and wine into His Body and Blood – we feel that this is in Itself an experience all
people who love Jesus, and intrigued by the Holy Grail would like to hear about. . .
Some people who know her theorize that she may be the reincarnation of Mary
Magdalene because she has certain gifts like ‘understanding with ease high Theological
Truths,’ a gift that has been recorded the Magdalene had, an enormous love and
reverence for Jesus the Christ, most importantly her true instincts, Love and her
devotion about the Grail, the uncanny way in which she was guided to It, the Grace
of the Grail Miracle she was granted, a deep Understanding of Its Mystery and also
female beauty. When asked about this subject. She has always said that ‘These things
are a mystery and about this question, it is better to stay ‘in the here and now.’ And yes, do what
Mary Magdalene would do ‘to defend Jesus’ when He is being misunderstood by base conclusions of
our materialized minds. It is for you all to make your own conclusions.’ And also because she
has firsthand experience by Grace of ‘that place where you scarcely move, yet swiftly seem to
run, that place where Space and Time become One’ a gift Divine granted by the Grace of the
Sacred Hallow called Holy Grail to her. Added to that is her dedicated and extensive
research of facts, time and places that helped her indeed a normal human being, to
find the Holy Grail and unravel the myriad of misleading theories about It.
Does anyone need more reasons than these to grant a public interview to
someone that has the truth? Or is it that we are more connected to false theories and
empty sensationalism than to that which truly can help us comprehend the Mystery of
the Holy Grail?

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The Grail Miracle of the Water

The Nanteos Cup is the one that Ysatis De Saint-Simone searched many years
for, and that she was literally led to, and that she not only held in her hands, but was
blessed with a miracle of Divine Grace granted to her. A Miracle of the Water which
was witnessed by her two friends and by Mrs. . ., and her daughter – who afterwards
wrote to her speaking about the water ‘incident’ and confirming that they considered it
a miracle, because it was a phenomenon they had never witnessed before.
The Miracle of the water happened when generously Mrs. . . offered Ysatis
some water from the Grail, which has performed many cures. After 12 small bottles
they have there to offer water for healing purposes were filled with water that had

been put in the Cup, and there was still some water left, her daughter addressing
Ysatis, said,
- ‘There’s some water left, would you like some more?’
- So, Ysatis said,
- ‘Thank you so much,’ and seeing that her two friends wanted some but didn’t dare
to ask said, ‘maybe my friends would like some water also’
- And she filled 6 bottles for each one of them, then seeming a little puzzled she
said to Ysatis again,
- There is still more water, would you like some more?’
- Then, Ysatis said, ‘Oh, thank you! I was just thinking of some friends I have in Los
Angeles who would love to have some! Thank you!’
But they all realized that even after filling up 3 dozens bottles with the water that
had been poured, without having added any more water to the half bowl, there was
still the same amount of water in the Cup. . . So, surprised, showing the bowl to her
mother, Mrs. . ., she commented that something odd was happening, something that
had never happened before. . . The water was still at the same level on the Cup no
matter how many bottles she had filled!
- So, Mrs. . . ‘comprehending the Will of the Grail,’ that’s how she put it - asked Ysatis
if she wanted to drink the water from the Grail. . .
- ‘I would not have dared to ask,’ she said, ‘but I was thinking I would love to hold It in my
hands. . . Yes, thank you so much.’
Ysatis says that she cannot explain what happened, because words fall short in
front of a Miracle, but she says that as she drank the Water of Miracles, as the Holy
Grail’s Water entered her body with the purity that only water has. . . ‘it was as if the
miracle was happening within her too, because she could literally feel how the Water of the Grail
washed away not only the physical thirst - as regular water does - but in the purity of Its silence, the
Grail was quenching the Ancestral Desire written in her soul, that Ancestral Drive written in all of
us of questing for our True Destiny and Nature and finding the real answer to that so very important
question, ‘What is the Holy Grail?’
And that is how in silence she comprehended the wisdom of the of words of
Gurnemanz, when he says to Parzival,
‘I may not say. . . But if to serve It thou be bidden, Knowledge of It will not be hidden.’

The Nanteos Cup has a documented history that can be traced all the way back to
Joseph of Arimathea. It is kept in a Rock Crystal bowl enclosed in a box with
documentary evidence of Its history and precious value. This is also the Cup that
inspired the great German composer Richard Wagner to write his famous opera based
on the Holy Grail, ‘Parsifal’- which he started writing while in Nanteos. He was a
friend of the ancestors of the actual guardians of the Holy Grail – who continues in
hiding due to threats of fanatics that have also tried to burn the Shroud of Turin a few
times and to destroy other Sacred Relics of Christendom.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Fragments of Letters talking about the Meeting with
The Grail and the Water Miracle
Fragment of Mrs. . . daughter’s letter talking about the impression she had about the
water Miracle and her mother’s impression of what happened that day in the Grail
meeting.

Another comment from her daughter about the Water Miracle.

Mrs. . . letter about Grail meeting.

NOTE: Names and addresses have been erased to protect anonymity.
Malila Saint-Duval is the name Ysatis used as an actress.

Archangel Michael, the Archangel of the Holy Grail and Ysatis
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